
Amazon’s Vision

“Our vision is to be earth's most customer-centric company; to build a place where people can come to
find and discover anything they might want to buy online.”

The question we are looking to answer is ‘Should Amazon Launch A Smartphone?”. Assuming that we
are looking to make a successful foray into the smartphone world, we should dig deeper into how selling a
smartphone would help Amazon further its vision while not bankrupting the company.

How would Amazon benefit from launching a Smartphone?

Amazon could use the smartphone it launches to give people who do not use any Amazon service a
pathway into itself. This phone would ideally enable consumers to start subscribing to the core services
offered by Amazon.

Amazon’s Core Products are
- Amazon Shopping - The Amazon smartphone would be a direct portal for consumers to buy

things off of Amazon. Special promotions and offers could be offered for those who own an
Amazon Smartphone.

- Amazon Web Services - The Amazon smartphone could include a free trial for Amazon Prime,
which could entice consumers to sign up for services such as Prime Music or Prime Video. It
could also enable cloud gaming on the phone.

- Kindle - eBooks can be offered at a discounted rate for owners of an Amazon Smartphone.

As we will analyze further, making money from hardware is difficult in the smartphone space, so the best
bet for Amazon would be to sell the phone for a low-margin on the hardware and make up the money by
selling its services to the consumer.

Analyzing the Smartphone Space

The smartphone space is super competitive and crowded. It can be split into 3 segments:

Current Big Players Comments Consumer Traits

High-end (Rs. 30k+) Apple, OnePlus,
Samsung

Difficult to break into for
a new player, need to
be perfect to succeed
here.

High-margin phones.
Close to 30% margin.

- Cares about aesthetics
- Enthusiast crowd
- Probably owns subscriptions to
services
- Wants a seamless experience -
Will not appreciate ads or
pre-installed apps

Mid-range(Rs.15k-Rs.3
0k)

Samsung, Xiaomi,
Oppo

Super competitive,
most phones are similar
to each other with small
differences. Segment
with most consumers.

Low-margin phones.
Depends on ads and

- Cares mostly about features &
numbers
- Average Joe
- Doesn’t own subscriptions for
services
- Wants a value for money phone,
willing to accept ads or
pre-installed apps for the price



app pre-installs for
profit..

drop

Budget(<Rs. 15k) Xiaomi, Oppo,
Samsung

Small time players,
phones with basic
features and
functionalities.

Low-margin phones.
Depending on volumes
for profit.

-  Wants a phone to do the basic
tasks
- Introduction to smartphones
- Tight budgets
- Not in a position to add
subscriptions to services

Keeping in mind the core purpose of the smartphone is to reach consumers who do not have an Amazon
Prime membership or do not shop on Amazon, the mid-range market seems to be the best place to
position the smartphone. The mid-range market would have the highest density of such consumers who
would also have enough income to spend on online shopping.

Amazon could launch the smartphone at around Rs 20k and bundle it with trial subscriptions to web
services.

Where should Amazon launch the Smartphone?

All of Amazon’s core services require a connection to the internet. It would be difficult to sell consumers
those services when they do not have easy access to the internet. The market should also have a mass
of young people who have some amount of disposable income and who do not already have
subscriptions or shop on Amazon.

Considering all these factors, markets such as India, China, The Philippines, Indonesia would be good
places to launch this phone.

What differentiates this phone?

As we have discussed, the smartphone space is extremely crowded and competitive. The Amazon
smartphone would require some special features to set it aside from the other phones that are available
on the market. Some companies try to achieve this by offering faster processors at a lower segment,
better cameras than the others or by introducing cool designs.

This will add large amounts of R&D cost which will have to be recouped, if creating bespoke hardware is
required. It would be better to offer more software features such as unlimited Amazon Drive storage for
photos and videos or monthly credits for the Kindle and Audible.

The Ideal Amazon Smartphone

In summary, the Ideal Amazon Smartphone will
- Be aimed at bringing in new consumers to Amazon services.
- Be priced aggressively at around Rs 20k targeting the mid-range market.
- Will have key features that leverage the Amazon services to add value to the phone.



Should Amazon launch this smartphone?

The key concerns with Amazon launching a smartphone are:
- Creating a smartphone is an expensive affair. Further the smartphone market is a tightly

contested space with slimming margins and established players ruling the market. There is also
the fact that the smartphone market has matured with few new players coming in. Consumers
tend not to trust manufacturers till they have a proven track record of producing solid products. All
this combines to mean that launching a smartphone is a huge risk for a small slice of the
smartphone market pie.

- Would turn Amazon into a competitor with the phone manufacturers who are selling their products
on the Amazon marketplace. This might cause some unrest with the existing players who might
take their products elsewhere since they might feel they’d be given second priority against
Amazon. Such an effect would cause loss of revenue from a core product of Amazon.

- This smartphone would not enable Amazon to do anything that they couldn’t do right now. They
could enter into agreements with existing smartphone manufacturers to pre-install the Amazon
app or they could bundle trials for Amazon services with smartphones that are sold on the
platform. Amazon could also focus on creating services which all the smartphones could use and
not just lock it down to one manufacturer. This approach would support the core products of
Amazon and would be a better strategy.

Taking these points into consideration, I would have to recommend against Amazon launching a
smartphone.


